Abstract-It is reported that simulated annealing (SA), which changes one design variable at a time, is effective when applied to high-dimensional continuous optimization problems. However, if a correlation exists among the design variables, it is not efficient to search each dimension. In this paper, we propose SA with a mechanism to determine an appropriate search direction according to the landscape of the given problems. Its effectiveness is verified for high-dimensional problems with correlation among design variables.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simulated annealing (SA) [2] is an optimization method that simulates the physical process of annealing and is very useful for solving optimization problems. [3] [4] Although SA is particularly effective for solving combinatorial optimization problems it can also be applied to continuous optimization problems when the complexity of a given problem is very high.
When SA is applied to continuous optimization problems, the appropriate adjustment of the neighborhood range according to the landscape of the given problem is very important. Therefore, SA using an adaptive neighborhood mechanism that adaptively adjusts the neighborhood range has been proposed. [5] [6] However, the performance of SA decreases significantly with an increase in the dimensions of the problems. For highdimensional problems, it is reported that SA, which changes one design variable at a time, is effective; [7] however, its effectiveness is lost if there exists a correlation among the design variables of a problem.
In high-dimensional variable space, the space within which the search point moves increases significantly and the number of search directions increases likewise; thus, it is difficult to find an appropriate direction. In this paper, we propose a new SA using an adaptive search vector (SA/ASV) that possesses a mechanism for determining the appropriate search directions. Further, its effectiveness is verified for high-dimensional continuous optimization problems whose design variables are correlated.
II. SIMULATED ANNEALING
By simulating annealing -a process employed to obtain a perfect crystal by the gradual cooling of a melted solid -SA obtains the minimum value of energy. This energy is equivalent to the objective function value in conventional optimization problems.
The SA algorithm comprises three operations -generation, acceptance, and cooling. The generation operation changes the current solution x and generates the next solution x by using a probability distribution. The acceptance operation decides whether the change is acceptable. This acceptance is determined by a difference E(= E − E) of the current energy E = f (x) and energy of the next solution E = f (x ) as well as the temperature parameter T . Metropolis et al. [8] introduced a simple algorithm (shown in (1)) to provide an efficient simulation.
That is, if E < 0, the change is accepted. Otherwise, the modification is accepted at a certain probability.
The cooling operation generates the temperature of the next state from the temperature of the current state. If the temperature parameter T is large, the probability of accepting the solution whose energy is larger than that of the previous solution increases, while the probability of accepting the solution with smaller energy decreases if T is low. Therefore, at the beginning of simulation, both the temperature and the acceptance levels need to be high. As the simulation proceeds and temperature decreases, a search point attains the global optimum solution.
III. SA FOR HIGH-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS

A. The effects of the neighborhood range for high-dimensional problems
When SA is applied to optimization problems, the appropriate adjustment of the temperature schedule and the design of the neighborhood structure are very important. For continuous optimization problems, in particular, the neighborhood range determines the range within which the search point can move; therefore, the neighborhood range in SA significantly effects the accuracy of the solutions. For example, a large neighborhood range enables a global search, while a small neighborhood range enables a local search. Therefore, it is possible to improve the performance of SA by appropriately adjusting the neighborhood range according to the landscape of the given problems.
However, the performance of SA decreases significantly with an increase in the dimension of the problems. Figure  1 shows the effects of the neighborhood range on the energy of the optimum solutions for the rotated Rastrigin function. These effects are typically observed among mathematical test functions for continuous optimization problems. 
The result indicates that the neighborhood range significantly affects the accuracy of the solutions obtained in two-or three-dimensional variable spaces. However, this effect is not prominent in five-or ten-dimensional variable spaces.
The result is based on the size of the neighborhood space. Figure 4 illustrates the search directions in one-and twodimensional variable spaces. In a one-dimensional variable space, there are two search directions (positive or negative), and either of them is appropriate. If the probability of transition to an appropriate direction is 0.5, the probability in a two-dimensional variable space becomes 0.5 2 because it is necessary to transit with probabilities of 0.5 to an appropriate direction at each dimension. Therefore, in an N -dimensional variable space, the probability of transition to an appropriate direction is 0.5 N . In this case, the probability in a tendimensional variable space becomes 0.5 10 = 0.0009765, and is considerably lower than that in two-or three-dimensional variable spaces.
From the abovementioned discussion, the probability of transition to an appropriate direction decreases significantly in high-dimensional problems. Therefore, it should be noted that improving the accuracy of solutions by adjusting the neighborhood range is difficult in high-dimensional problems. 
B. SA that changes one design variable at a time
For high-dimensional problems, SA that changes one design variable at a time (it is referred to as dimensional-split SA in this paper) is effective. [7] The dimensional-split SA (DSA) exhibits very high accuracy for solutions of problems without correlation among their design variables. The global optimal solution for such problems can be obtained by combining the best solution in each dimension.
On the other hand, Fig. 5 represents the low efficiency of DSA for a problem with correlation among its design variables. For such problems, it is not effective to change one design variable at a time. Therefore, for high-dimensional problems, which have some correlation among their design variables, it is difficult to improve the performance of SA by DSA. 
IV. SA USING AN ADAPTIVE SEARCH VECTOR
A. Appropriate search directions
For effective search in high-dimensional problems with correlation among their design variables (illustrated in Fig. 6 ), it is necessary to determine the appropriate search directions at each search point. Therefore, we consider that an effective search can be performed by adaptively determining the appropriate search directions in SA. In this paper, we propose SA that possesses a mechanism for determining the search directions; we refer to this as SA using an adaptive search vector (SA/ASV). 
B. SA/ASV algorithm
The SA/ASV algorithm is based on Powell's method. In SA/ASV, the appropriate search direction is based on the solution obtained by DSA. Figure 7 illustrates the principle of SA/ASV search. The detailed procedure of SA/ASV is shown below.
1) Generate initial point
where d is the dimension of a given problem The search along the direction determined by u is executed based on (3):
where t is a random number in the range [−D, D] and D is the neighborhood range. We defined = 10 −2 in the rule in step 6. In step 2, the selection of the dimension to be searched is in a random order.
It is important to note at this point that the proposed algorithm differs significantly from gradient descent methods such as quasi-Newtonian methods. If the gradient descent methods are applied to line-search, the proposed algorithm will be trapped to local optimums in multipeak functions.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method -SA/ASV -SA and DSA are applied to solve two mathematical test functions for continuous optimization problemsthe rotated Rastrigin function and Griewank function. These functions are multipeak functions with correlation among their design variables. These functions are both five-and tendimensional. Figures 8 and 9 show the landscape and contour plot of Griewank function. Although this function appears to have only one global peak, it has many local peaks. From the figures, for all the functions, it is observed that SA/ASV can obtain a good solution at an early stage of a search as compared with standard SA and DSA. Therefore, the proposed method -SA/ASV -is very effective for high-dimensional multipeak problems with correlation among their design variables.
VI. CONCLUSION
Conventional SA exhibits a poor performance for highdimensional optimization problems with correlation among their design variables. In this paper, simulated annealing using an adaptive search vector (SA/ASV) is proposed. The proposed method can determine the appropriate search direction according to the landscape of the given problem. SA/ASV is applied to the rotated Rastrigin function and the Griewank function, which are multipeak functions that have correlation among their design variables. Further, it is found that the proposed method is very effective as compared to conventional methods.
